Dreamcatchers for Abused Children Statistics
Updated: 10/8/2011
Domain Age: 3 years, 49 days
The website www.dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com ranks 201,395 of the 3,890,939 websites that
have been ranked so far. A website grade of 95/100 for www.dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com means
that of the millions of websites that have previously been evaluated, our algorithm has calculated that this
site scores higher than 95% of them in terms of its marketing effectiveness. The algorithm uses a
proprietary blend of over 50 different variables, including search engine data , website structure,
approximate traffic, site performance, and others.

WEBSITE Grade

GOOGLE Ranking

TWITTER Grade

TWITTER Ranking

ALEXA Page Rank
710,657

SOCIAL NETWORKS
Domain Traffic: 1,341,966
Facebook Profile Page: 5,000
Facebook Fan Page: 4,510
Facebook Group Page: 1,211
Facebook Cause Page: 7,339
MySpace Page: 25,028
YouTube Page Views: 42,908
Twitter Page: 1,975
LinkedIn Connections: 365
LinkedIn Recommendations: 23
LinkedIn Network: 40,319
Klout Score: 63
BlogTalk Listens: 14,426

Keywords Pie & Analytics

Dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com Generator Statistics
We've analyzed the structure of the website's home page and concluded that site is powered by
WordPress CMS (data received 2011-10-05 09:25:46). This Website uses up to date version of
the WordPress.

Dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com Homepage Links Analysis

Dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com Indexed Pages

Dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com SmartViper
SEO score

The SmartViper SEO Score is the site's index which shows how friendly your site is to search
engines. The more subsidiary tags your site has; the more meta tags are filled; the more and
qualitative the external links are to your site; the higher the SmartViper SEO score is.
The SmartViper SEO Score is measured in percentage terms, and 100% is the highest rating
given to a site.

Dreamcatchersforabusedchildren.com
Worth

Defining the site's cost isn't a simple task. We comprehensively evaluate site SEO, website
traffic (quantity, source, geography) and make approximate conclusions about the website's cost.
Special attention is paid not only to the current site's cost but to the growth (or decline) dynamic
of the resource. There are many factors that determine the "worth" of a site. The cost of a site
would be how much it costs to run it. The worth of a site is determined mainly by how much
revenue the site is bringing in. Other factors would include how much traffic the site is bringing
in on a monthly basis, email subscribers if any, the search engine positioning for certain
keywords, etc.
This is an estimated data only.

